CBMBA Short Term
PLAN – 2020

RIDERS OFF THE ROAD

Background
For decades, CBMBA has been dedicated to providing the best trail experiences possible. We’ve grown since
1983, but our vision is the same – work with local partners, stakeholders, landowners, municipalities,
government agencies, and our biggest partner, the US Forest Service – to realize responsible, sustainable, and
positive recreation amenities for a variety of users.
In 2009, CBMBA put together a long term Master Plan, revised it in 2016, and further refined it into this 2020
short term plan: Riders Off the Road.

Goal: Provide a better user experience in the greater Crested Butte area by facilitating safe,
responsible, and sustainable recreation improvements within the current trail system by
connecting existing, realigning non-sustainable routes, and designating proper trail access
points to facilitate a better recreation infrastructure.
This plan presents a 5 - 8 year roadmap and is the result of extensive public, stakeholder, and agency input.
While CBMBA still maintains a long term plan and is excited to partner in a comprehensive way for a future
countywide trails plan, this short term plan is an effort to focus on less impactful trail improvements and
connections within the existing network.
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Desired Outcomes
• Enter into the NEPA scoping process with the Gunnison Ranger District
• Recommendation from the Sustainable Tourism and Outdoor Recreation (STOR) Committee
to the Gunnison Ranger District to accept this Short Term plan for scoping
• Approval of a 5-8 year roadmap to avoid frequent requests to agencies for annual project
approval

Community Benefits
• Improved trail and recreation infrastructure in already-impacted areas
• Working alongside agencies with plans for parking, bathrooms, access, and centralized
impacts (hubs)
• Increased connectivity between drainages and existing trails
• Users away from and off of busy roads, onto trails
• Responsibly located, sustainable trails
• Trails for all users and all levels of ability
• Trails and access entirely on public lands
• Expanded access points for users
• Re-routes to mitigate resource damage from existing poor trail alignments
• Recreation planned for a healthy wildlife and forest habitat
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Riders off the Road
One of CBMBA’s guiding principles is to build and improve trails that get non-motorized users
away from vehicular traffic and busy, dusty roads, and onto sustainable singletrack.
This plan will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allow for safer travel within and between drainages
Encourage users to drive/shuttle less
Minimize risk of interaction between autos, motorized recreation, bicycles, and other user traffic
Establish a plan to spread out the increasing volume of users and visitors in the valley
Work alongside stakeholders and agencies to realize responsible trails and connections with
forest and wildlife sustainability in mind
Reduce miles of trails that are not sustainable, do not connect or improve the network, or do
not serve proper access and experience

Most of the proposals are “parallel” trails in existing high use areas that will not only add miles of
singletrack to the map, but create opportunities for more beginner-level singletrack while
dispersing riders throughout trail systems. Since the proposals are adjacent to existing user areas
and roads, the wildlife habitat impacts are minimized while the public benefit is maximized.
Many of the most desirable connections away from roads have been retracted from this plan due
to concerns regarding existing uses, wildlife, ranching, private property, research, and feasibility.
Some still remain in CBMBA’s long-term plan, and others have been taken off completely. CBMBA
is proactively proposing this trail plan in conjunction with the collaborative efforts of multiple
stakeholders, and looking to work together in the future with those partners to realize a
comprehensive, county wide trails plan.
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Trail Work/Maintenance since 2010
Year

May/June Work

National Trails Day

June/July Work

Annual Overnight

Other/Maintenance/Fall Projects - Grants

2010

Canal Trail

Budd Trail (1.25 mi.)
CB Land Trust

Upper West Side Trail

401

KB Connector

2011

West Side Trail

Lupine 1 (1.6 mi.)
CB Land Trust/Town of CB

West Side Trail

Upper Cement Creek
Trail (w/USFS)

$41,800 RAC Grant Funds for USFS – Upper
Cement Creek Trail/Restoration

2012

Lupine 2 (1.2 miles)
Waterfall Cutoff
CB Land Trust/Town of CB Deer Creek Trail (West Side)
Trail

Lower Loop Project with
CB Land Trust

Tony’s Trail Landslide
Restoration - Block and
Tackle Reroute
(w/GOATs/USFS 0.4 mi.)

2013

409 re-route(0.2
mi. Caves side)

2014

Lower Cement
Creek Trail

2015

Bridges and Point
Lookout
(both in May)

2016

401 Mud
Happy Hour
Strand Revival (Maint. on
Bog/Turnpike/Maint. Tony’s
finish (w/CBMR) Bonus, Canal, Strand Hill)
Trail Landslide Restoration

2017

Warm Springs
Trail

401 Boardwalk
Renovation and
Lower/re-route

Point Lookout (2.1
mi.)

409 re-route (below Pt.
Lookout),405
Bridges/Upper Decker Trail
Dyke Trail Downhill
Decommission (w/USFS),
405 and 405.2a (w/GOATs)
Gunsight Connector (1.9
Woods Walk Connector
miles)
(w/CB Devo), , Happy Hour
CB Land Trust
Trail (w/CBMR)

Deer Creek Wall Re-route
(0.85mi)

Baxter Gulch Trail

403, 409, Warm Springs, 405.2a, Dr. Park,
Waterfall Cutoff
$10,000 RAC Grant Funds for USFS Cement Creek Trail Restoration
Lower Meander Trail (w/CBMR), Green Lake
Trail Re-route (start)
$19,900 RAC Grant Funds for USFS –
Sustainable Trails Project: 409, B & T,
Strawberry Trail
Bridges/Upper Decker (11 Decks installed),
6 Rollovers installed, Dr. Park.
$10,000 RAC Grant Funds for USFS –
Sustainable Trails Project: 405, B & T, 409
Lupine Trail(w/Adaptive), Point Lookout, Lower
Cement Creek Trail Maint. (w/Adaptive)
$18,500 RAC Grant Funds for USFS –
Crystal Peak Trail Restoration and Re-route

Crystal Peak Trail
Re-route

Waterfall Cutoff Trail, Woods Walk Connector
(w/CB Devo), CB Bike Park, Dyke Trail Mud
bogs, Lily Lake Trail, Green Lake Maint. And
Restoration

Strawberry Trail

Baxter Gulch Trail
(1.5 mi. built)

Woods Walk re-route, Baxter Gulch, Creation of
CBCC – see CBCC Trail Logs

Baxter Gulch Completion

403 Start Re-route
(1.1mi)

Snodgrass/Teddy’s Bike Trail, Happy Hour, CB
Bike Park, Red Lady Open Space Trail,
Snodgrass (West) Deck

2018

Strawberry Trail
Deer Creek West Re-Route
Mud Bog Re-route
(0.8 mi.)
(0.4 mi.)

2019

Snow, Teddy’s
Lower 401, Farris Creek Trail, Middle Cement Creek Middle Cement Creek (continued work), CB Bike
Brush Creek Trail work halted
Trail (Snodgrass)
Walrod Cutoff
Trail (1.0mi)
Park, GB Loop, CBCC Year 3

This by Volunteers – our Community!
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Middle Cement Creek
Trail
(phase 1 – 2019)

Built by CBMBA volunteers and the CBCC in 2019, Middle Cement Creek Trail has opened up a new recreation
experience for non-moto users, keeps people off the most dangerous part of Cement Creek Road, and provides a
loop option and additional intermediate trail close to the bustling hamlet of CB South. It links up with Lower
Cement Creek Trail, and provides a route that minimizes motorized traffic and non-motorized traffic.
This 1.0 mile new trail takes you off of 1.2 miles of the most dangerous multi-use stretch of road in the ‘6
8
Kingdoms’.

Public Process and Feedback
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Top 5 Areas of Support
#1 – Snodgrass to Public Land and open longer
#2 – Connect Washington Gulch and Slate River (aka – Long Lake/Cloud City)
#3 – More beginner and intermediate Trails
#4 – Gunnison to CB
#5 – Better connectivity, access, progressive trails

Top 5 Concerns
#1 – Wildlife and ecological concerns
#2 – ‘When is enough enough’
#3 – Fragmentation
#4 – Have enough already
#5 – Existing uses
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Public Comment
Sample Comment from High Country Conservation Advocates (HCCA)
Slate River Loop (42) and Slate River Loop to Slate River (43)
“Expanding the developed mechanized recreation system further up the Slate River Valley requires careful
consideration by the Forest Service of impacts to wildlife, wetlands, and other recreational users. This
landscape is a noted black bear fall concentration area and elk summer concentration area, and its wetlands
are of critical importance. The Colorado Natural Heritage Program has identified this area as the Slate River
Potential Conservation Area. Is an extension of one of the most popular and utilized trails in the valley into this
area compatible with these and other values? Can the Forest Service sustain this trail system in an area
already experiencing user-conflict and environmental impacts? Is the trail expansion compatible with the
livestock grazing at that end of the valley? Please carefully consider the appropriate tools to balance any
expansion of the recreation system here with care for other resources.”
- Matt Reed, HCCA Executive Director, June 13, 2019

ALL Comments received HERE (view only)
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Why NOW?

Without planning for trails and infrastructure and providing access for the “right behavior”, chaos
ensues! This example on Brush Creek Road in 2019 shows users going rogue and creating trails all over
Creek
Road
– Aug.
2019
this hillside to get better “close-ups” of wildflowers. CBMBA’s proposedBrush
“Upper
Upper
to Brush
Creek
Trailhead” connection trail would provide proper and adequate access to these flowers, encourage
existing trail use and access, and start/finish from a proper parking area or hub.
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Short Term/Riders Off the Road 2020 Plan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Lake Irwin Parallel Trail
Slate River Loop Trail
Snodgrass Public Trail
Rustler Gulch to Lower 401 Reroute
Upper Upper to Br. Ck. Trailhead
Strand Bonus to 409
Ambush/Budd Connection to Tent City
Deer Creek to Br. Cr. Rd.
Teo Extension to Br. Cr. Rd
405.2a Reroute
CCT – Upper CCT to Crystal
CCT – Lower CCT to Caves
Eccher/Granite Entrance, Reroute, Exit
Bear Creek Reroute
Dr. Park Mud/Turnpike Reroute
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2020 Short Term Plan – Riders Off the Road
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Retracted Trails since 2016 Planning

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Gunnison to Crested Butte off Baxter Gulch
Splains Connector to Carbon
GB Loop to OBJ Campground
Lupine 2.5
Cloud City
401 – Avery to Rustler Gulch
403 to 401/Avery
Upper 401 to Lower 401 connection
Snodgrass to 403
Mt. CB to Deer Creek – across Valley Floor
Deer Creek to Teo/W. Br. Ck.
Deer Creek Green Gate bypassStrand Ridge Trail
40Fred
Strawberry to Canal Trail
Low/Blue East River Route
Big Grassy
Walrod Re-route – Parallel Trail
East River – Upper Version
Spring Creek Rd. Parallel Trail (not on map)
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Roaring Judy Parallel Trail (not on map)

Retracted Trails since 2016 Planning
From public input, to Open Houses, to meetings with stakeholders, to information gained and our own
prioritization process, these are the trails we have taken out of this trail planning process. Some of these trails are
on our Long Term Plan, some need more vetting and a more comprehensive feasibility analysis. They were on our
Riders Off the Road plan, they were what trail users and our constituency wanted, they were what CBMBA board
members recognized as needs. They are currently either moved to our Long Term plan or have deemed not
worthy of pursuit and taken off completely. They are worth noting, as we strive to hear from and listen to our
constituents, our neighbors, stakeholders, and partners.
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#1 – Lake Irwin Parallel Trail
This trail was not included in the 2010 Travel Management decision, on the basis that a road/access already
existed. Today, that road (FS #826) is a veritable highway with massive summer visitors, close access to the Town
of Crested Butte, and a high volume of camping and day use. A parallel trail here would get users off the road,
create a better experience by removing users from the dust and high motorized speeds, and create a
beginner/intermediate trail amenity for the campground and busy day use area. It would also link the Lake to the
Wagon Trail and better connect existing trails and access. (2.1mi. new – 1.6 mi. decomm)
Comments: (CPW) better on East side of the Irwin Road, stay as close to the road as possible. CBMBA:
Decomm/Restore existing 1.6 mi. Wagon Trail below the Irwin Road.
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#2 – Slate River Loop Trail
In regards to comments received from the public,
more beginner and intermediate trails are among
the most requested. Specifically, beginner trails,
as Crested Butte relishes very few. The Slate River
Loop would serve many purposes. GPLI
collaborations proposed a Wilderness Boundary
extension up to the Slate valley floor, including this
trail as that boundary and a possible future
amenity.
#1 – A Trail/Recreation amenity at an existing hub
– OBJ campground. Many people drive away from
OBJ campground to recreate. This would provide
better access to recreation right from the closest
improved campground to the Town of CB.
#2. In addition to the Gunsight Bridge to OBJ trail
(2020 - BLM/LT), this trail would provide a means
to get users off the busy and dusty Slate River Rd.
#3. BEAUTIFUL beginner terrain. All things go up
in CB (the Rockies…) but this is perhaps the one
place that does provide very gentle and rolling
access for a true beginner trail and loop
experience… at the base of Paradise.
#4. A continuation of the Lower Loop to help
disperse the large volume of users on that very
close to town trail system. (5 mile loop)
Comments gathered:
• Wildlife concerns
• Existing grazing operations
• Landowner concerns (Pittsburg)
• HCCA comment (Reed, 6/19 – prev. slide)
CBMBA Proposed options:
• Seasonal closure
• Wildlife closure
• Rancher load in/out closure
• Some RMBL research sites to navigate
• Directional Travel
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#3 – Snodgrass Public Trail (#590)
The much requested, much sought after… Snodgrass trail all to public lands. Currently the trail dips into and then out, then back into private
property (E to W). The Snodgrass Trail connects the Gothic and Washington Gulch corridors and the growing communities of Mt. Crested
Butte. The annual Snodgrass trail closure comes to early, every year, and often brings about the ire from many citizens. Many letters, many
comments have been made in regards to access to the Snodgrass Trail and people’s rights to public lands.
By avoiding private property, we can also provide an exit to the trail on FR Rd 811.3a which is in the process of becoming a ‘designated
camping’ hub in Washington Gulch. This trail finish would also connect to the infamous ”Rendezvous Meadow”, a heavily impacted and used
area, which would also make this trail serve an even larger existing impacted area and camping hub. Bathrooms are also proposed, providing
all the amenities needed to really make this trail finish a network improvement. We’ve moved the proposed trail to utilize the most of the
existing trail, and to stay as close as possible to private property but avoid sensitive research areas. We can decommission and restore as
much of the existing trail as the private landowner would invite, if this trail were to be realized. (2.7 miles new – 1.6 decomm)
Comments: GWA – would like to see as close to private as possible. RMBL research plots to avoid throughout/at end, CPW – don’t fragment
in trees, utilize existing trail where can, stay close to private, Silent Tracks – directional use, trail for hikers separate from bikers. CBMBA:
decomm/restore existing portions if landowner amenable.
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#4 – R. Gulch to Lower 401 reroute out of Mud
Bog
An abomination to trails and to mud bogs… this
mess just needs a simple reroute on solid ground,
only 109’ from the furthest point of the existing
deep dark mud hole. Why the trail is there can
only be attributed to livestock over time, and the
width and amount of resource destruction is from
a combination of hiker, horse, bike, and stock
looking for the best crossing. Moving the trail
slightly west and onto higher ground, there is
ample room to completely avoid this heavily
damaged crossing and wet bog. (0.15 mi. new –
0.1 mi. decomm/restore)
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#4 – R. Gulch to Lower 401 reroute out of
Mud Bog

Existing Start to Lower 401 at
Rustler Gulch. This in low
water season…. There’s no
real trail, it’s a free for all to
get across this riparian area.
It continues to grow in width
and impacts each year
without a proper, more
elevated trail away from the
widest and lowest part where
it is now.

CBMBA and the CBCC will not
only put in the proposed trail if
approved, but decommission
and restore the existing
impacted area and try to
realize the natural riparian area
that it is.
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#4 – R. Gulch to Lower 401 reroute out of
Mud Bog

Existing Trail into Mud Bog
Proposed Trail around it
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#4 – R. Gulch to Lower 401
reroute out of Mud Bog

Proposed Track on higher
ground, one
improved/hardened crossing,
then a straight shot onto the
most derelict, denigrated,
rickety, and jingus bridge
you’ve seen this side of the
Mississippi.
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This Bridge…. It needs help.
We will work with the USFS to
repair or replace it. This
bridge came to being before
there were handlebars… let
alone handlebars nearly 3’
wide these days!
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Entire Proposed Trail

#5 – Upper Upper to Brush Creek Trailhead
This trail, as proposed, would go above a sensitive bee research area, connect to the BC TH
in a most pleasant way providing the best trail experience, ensure access to a gorgeous field
of flowers, and get Riders (users) Off the Road! One of the increasingly busier roads these
days, Brush Creek is an increasing hotspot with camping/recreation and separating users is a
much desired need. (0.75 mi.)
Comments: Closer to the road (GWA), CBMBA: seasonal closures for ranching/wildlife.

Close up on the
research area/highly
impacted area 25

#5 – Upper Upper to Brush Creek
Trailhead
Proposed Trail on image of 2019 ‘user
created’ impacts
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#6 – Strand Bonus to 409
The Strand Hill area is a very popular and
important hub for trails. Users can access West
and Middle Brush Creek, Farris Creek, and begin
the connection to Cement Creek. This trail
would help connect the Strand Hill network to
the Farris trail network. This trail also connects
existing trails to keep a singletrack experience
with seamless connectivity. (0.6 mi.)
Comments:
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#7 – Ambush/Budd Connection to Tent City/Deer Creek
South of Brush Creek Road is the very popular Strand Hill/Farris Creek
network of trails. There are few ways to connect to Brush Creek Rd.
from the heart of the network, and where the greatest impacts are
now being seen. The Budd Connection Trail, mostly on private
property can solve this issue. Tent City is in the works to become an
improved area, as the West Brush/Brush Creek area is seeing more
parking and access. The Budd Connection can provide a starting
point for a hub at Tent City where there could be parking, bathrooms,
and camping. The trail would connect the Strand Hill/Canal Trail
network and the Deer Creek Rd./Trail. On behalf of the Budd Family
and a bridge in place, it also provides the safest crossing of Brush
Creek, a known bike and sometimes body snatcher in the Spring runoff. This trail will help connect networks, provide a hub for access,
get Riders Off the Road, and provide better recreation experiences.
7a is the main trail, 7b is a connection up to Tent City itself, and 7c
would connect to Deer Creek Rd/Trail (#8). (1.05 mi total)
Comments: RMBL – some research to avoid (yellow circles on map)
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#8 – Deer Creek to Brush Creek
Rd.
One of the dustier, longer, harder
road climbs to get to classic
singletrack, the Deer Creek road
climb is a beast. More cars,
more UTVs, more use has made
a need for this singletrack
connection to finish off one of
the more iconic trails of the
Valley. With recent reroutes on
‘The Deer Creek Wall’, and on
the West side to remove the trail
from Trampe property, the trail
really goes both directions now,
and this proposed track works
for a great finish after 10 miles of
trail, or a great start to the 10
miles of trail to come. (1.8 mi.)

#9 – Teo Extension to Br. Ck. Rd.
It just makes sense… you come down this epic and
spectacular singletrack downhill….only to finish the
last part of the ride on a fall line dirt road. At 0.35
mi. long, we could add this piece of track to finish it
off properly! Connecting with the Farris Creek/Canal
Trail/Strand Network, more seamless trail
connectivity is realized and better trail experiences.

Comments: Closer to the road
(GWA), finish at green gate –
removed that upper section to
avoid (not shown).
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#10 – 405.2a (aka Dark Side) Re-Route
The existing portion of this trail we wish to re-route
is a bit of a hopeless cause. It’s in a steep ravine on a
seeping hillside, then it turns into a fall line uphill
that has turned into a multi-trail trench. Proper and
sustainable alignment will relieve much resource
damage and make for a better approach to 405.3a
(aka the Hammer) and Waterfall Cutoff Trails. (0.65
mi.)
Comments: CBMBA: Remove the existing piece if
new one goes in. (0.3 mi. decomm)

#12 – Cement Creek Trail – Lower
Cement to Caves Trail.
The final connection to get the Cement
Creek Trail to connect via singletrack
from one end of Cement Creek to the
other. Getting Riders Off the Road for
the whole span of it – and creating a
parallel trail experience second to none
in Crested Butte. It will be a tough build,
but a fun challenge through some
talus/rocky terrain, but will connect with
the Caves trail for seamless trail
connectivity. (0.6 mi.)
Comments: Tough build…. Good luck!
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#11 – Cement Creek Trail – Upper CCT to Crystal
#583
The goal here is to continue the Upper Cement
Creek Trail further up to the start of the Crystal
Peak Trail. Switching sides of the road, the East
side of the Cement Creek Rd. provides more
adequate terrain to parallel the road and
continue up to the Crystal Peak Trail start. Just
imagine… Crystal Peak/Star Pass/Trail 400 with
singletrack all the way to the Caves Trail. (2.3
mi.)
Comments: CPW – move to other side of road,
less fragmentation of wildlife to access the creek.
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#13 – Eccher/Granite Basin Trail
A diamond in the rough, this trail just needs some
help! The entrance is a rutted, eroded, fall line wall,
in the middle is a mandatory hand over foot carry
your bike switchback, and the exit doesn’t exist
(13c)! We would like to continue working with the
USFS to realize a land swap with CDOT
(discussions/meetings taken place) to help realize a
proper and legitimate exit, along with the 2 other
fixes (13a and b).
(2.5 mi. total)
Comments: GWA opposed to 13a, RMBL research
plot at exit – avoidable. CBMBA: Decomm/Restore
existing parts that get replaced.
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#14 – Bear Creek Re-route – out of wetlands
This trail is in the low spot of a beautiful open park,
and continues to see heavy erosion and resource
damage. Raised tread/turnpikes have been built
over the years, but they eventually fail and erode
from high use and nothing will fix this rough track
but for a slightly higher, raised, and more sustainable
alignment. There is plenty of room to parallel the
existing trail but move away from the lowest spots
and gain some elevation to connect both ends. (0.95
mi.)
Comments: CBMBA: Decomm/Restore existing trail.

#15 – Dr. Park Mud/Turnpike Re-Route
Another trail just suffering through a poor alignment,
this section of trail sees continual erosion and
resource damage as turnpike’s give way to high use
and erosion. In the end, the trail is in the wrong
spot! Making a better connection to clarify the
motorized and non-motorized portion of this trail,
the re-route would start where the upper Dr. Park
comes in (non-moto from this spot down) and
remain on higher ground, away from the wet/boggy
area below where the current trail is. (1.25 mi.)
Comments: CBMBA: Decomm/restore both trails on
each side of this one, proper and sustainable trail.
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Dr Park Trail Maintenance – 2012
The ‘NOW’ photo looks worse than
the before photo….
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Closing Thoughts
CBMBA seeks STOR Committee support because STOR represents various interests in the
Gunnison Valley, and was formed to prioritize recreation infrastructure and minimize negative
recreation impacts via collaborative efforts. CBMBA has solicited comments, held public meetings
and open houses, and worked with STOR committee partners to realize shared interests and
recreation solutions. The proposed plan has taken into account extensive public input from the
scientific, ranching, sportsmen, conservationist, wildlife, and recreation communities.
Ultimately, CBMBA desires a recommendation from the STOR Committee to the USFS/Gunnison
Ranger District to include this Riders Off the Road Plan into the NEPA/scoping process. CBMBA
has considered concerns and suggestions and believes this plan will create better recreation
infrastructure while still supporting existing uses and limiting the impacts on wildlife and natural
resources.
CBMBA believes that recreation engenders authentic connections to the environment, and this
plan offers improved opportunities for better, more sustainable recreation experiences. Through
the CB Conservation Corps, CBMBA has proven that we can manage the existing network of
trails while also bringing this short term plan to fruition.
We hope you join us in support of this Riders Off the Road plan!
For more information, please contact dave@cbmba.org.
To comment on this plan, please follow this link here.
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